
State of Iowa Youth Advisory Council
Second Quarterly Meeting

Monday, November 15th, 2021
10:00AM – 4:45PM - All Members – Statewide

Iowa City Public Library, Meeting Room A
123 S Linn St Iowa City, IA 52240

The meeting was called to order by J. Piazza at 10:00 AM.

Present: A. King, A. Jayaram, B. Koumondiji, E. Johnson, F. Olawoye, H. Dillehay, J.
Piazza, K. Jones, K. Hesselink, K. Castillo, L. Roarick, L. Glenn, P. Bassuk, R. Roach,
S. Koh, S. Polking, T. Geisemann., T. Voeller, V. Adovor

Absent: G. Huffstutler, M. Malik

1. Welcome & Announcements

At 10:01 AM, J. Piazza welcomes everyone present, and introduces icebreaker

L. Roarick takes attendance

2. Conversation with Representative Mary Mascher

At 10:05 AM, J. Piazza introduces Representative Mary Mascher

Representative Mascher talks about the need for good people in state government, and a look at the
next generation of youth to be elected in office

Representative Mascher talks about the opportunity to be caucus staff as another form of involvement
in government for SIYAC members, and other roles such as LSA (Legislative Service Agency) and
what these jobs entail

Representative Mascher encourages SIYAC members to reach out to individuals in state and United
States government to meet, because legislators depend on constituents for re-election. Also, legislators
need community input and critiques when a vote goes a different way than expected

Representative Mascher asks SIYAC members what personal legislative priorities for them would be,
and talks about her own passions including early childhood education priorities

Representative Mascher goes further into explaining why early childhood education is important for
her, and what she feels needs to be done for the workforce to come back to early childhood education
as employment



Representative Mascher talks about the importance of talking to our community about these issues,
including going to the workforce and those that are incarcerated. This helps find the systemic problems
including lack of pension, and quality care in education

Representative Mascher talks about her decision to not rerun for office. Reasons include wanting more
involvement in her granchildrens’ lives, and the demands that legislature require of her including time
commitments and travel

Representative Mascher gives background on her life, having grown up in the Iowa City area on a
farm and the need for diversity in the Iowa Legislature. Initiatives being taken include deliberately
recruiting minority voices, in an effort to have a richer discussion about agenda items in the Iowa
Legislature

Representative Mascher suggests job shadowing as an opportunity to understand the Iowa Legislature,
and meeting with Governor K. Reynolds to discuss SIYAC members top priorities for Iowa

Representative Mascher opens discussion to SIYAC members

T. Giesemann talks about developing resources for youth, specifically mental health

S. Koh talks about making more resources for mental health

H. Dillehay talks about a need to prepare for college and the “real world”

S. Polking talks about arts and culture opportunities needing to be more readily available

K. Jones talks about education inequities

J. Piazza talks about mental health

T. Voeller talks about sports and the need for gender equality

K. Castillo talks about health class reform

L. Roarick talks about COVID-19 Pandemic, and action steps to be taken

R. Roach talks about the need for all youth needs to be met including transportation and food

P. Bassuk talks about making Iowa a more liveable place by promoting workers’ rights, liveable
minimum wages, and housing reform

A King talks about lowering the cost of prescription drugs

V. Adovor talks about environmental concerns focusing specifically on the water quality of Iowa

Representative Mascher thanks SIYAC members for giving input, and talks about specific mental
health action steps thats should be done



P. Bassuk talks about implementations by ICCSD (Iowa City Community School District) including
Threat Care Assessment team, and that the resources are either understaffed or not easily accessible

R. Roach agrees with the sentiment P. Bassuk shared, and adds on a point about miscommunication on
higher levels with teachers and the lack of mental health care providers

L. Roarick talks further about miscommunication on a higher level, which causes exhaustion for
teachers and students

K. Castillo talks about the problem being a foundational issue, which starts in early childhood
education

S. Polking talks about meeting with curriculum directors in her school and solutions that were
proposed, as well as the overexhaustion of teachers

L. Glenn talks about the lack of consistency between schools and grade levels. Also, the lack of
communication about resources

A. Jayaram talks about an anonymous tipping service that is being used in his school district, but it has
been exploited in negative ways as well

K. Jones talks about how suspensions being currently overused harm Black students and how it does
not take in consideration mental health

J. Piazza talks about mental health being the biggest issue that SIYAC members have noticed;
suggesting that it is the curriculum and the structure of tests as well as the size of the administration
system

H. Dillehay talks about her experience with shame in mental health amongst her peers, and a solution
being normalizing wanting to go to therapy and getting help

S. Koh talks about the competitive environment fostered in her school, and how that harms students
and the intersection of mental health within the issue

L. Glenn talks about how the enviroment around students can influence how teachers interact with
them and the harmful effects that are caused

P. Bassuk reiterates what K. Jones mentioned, repeating how discipline can be a negative tool that
harms students' mental health with the enforcement of systemically racist policy. Adding on facts
about how black staff leave disproportionately in relation to white faculty members in school districts

Representative Mascher reviews what was suggested and possible solutions; encouraging development
of a position statement as part of SIYAC legislative priorities

K. Castillo talks about Mentors for Violence Prevention (MVP) that is located in her school and the
needs for changes foundationally within it



L. Roarick talks about the Ambassadors program at Iowa City high school, and leadership failures by
administration to facilitate it

A Jayaram talks about the need for health class and program reform, including changes in how it is
taught and the content itself

R. Roach talks about opting out of health class because of conservative curriculumn, and how
underqualified teachers are put in charge

P. Bassuk talks about the opportunity that health classes offer, and how it is taught with a lack of
investment in the material

K. Castillo talks about a discussion with her principal about health and his dismissive tendencies
towards the issue

K. Jones talks about his positive experience with health class, and how going in depth in an engaged
manner about these issues is important as well as the need to see yourself represented in the identities
of school faculty

Representative Mascher talks about meeting with school board members to advocate for SIYAC
members, and is in full support for causes discussed

P. Bassuk talks about the lack of dialogue between students and administrators

Representative Mascher talks about positive solutions she has seen to improve students mental health

J. Piazza thanks Representative Mascher on behalf of SIYAC

3. Research Presentations

At 11: 23 AM, the survey group presents their found YPAR ( Youth Participatory Action Research) data

L. Glenn talks about narrowing down the top three topics with 380 total responses

L. Glenn goes over demographics in the areas that people lived in as well as age and gender

L. Glenn goes over all topics that were discussed or suggested in the survey

The three topics found to be most significant were mental health, education, and enviroment
conservation/sustainability

L. Glenn opens for questions

K. Castillo asks if the survey was representative of all intersecting identities and beliefs

The survey group answers by talking about how the first survey got more responses and was more
representative of all backgrounds, and the second survey was more of a struggle to get engagement



At 11:34 AM, the Feedback Wall group presents their YPAR research data

J. Piazza introduces the presentation. 445 responses, 4 locations, 2 Universities, 1 High school 1 Virtual
via JamBoard. Questions were more generic: What issues do you face in your community? School?
State? Consistency over responses to all questions.

J. Piazza identifies 5 topic areas From the University Of Iowa Wall: Mental Health (73 responses. Wall
put up during midterms in a study space), Climate Change (33 responses. Awareness, solutions), Sexual
Assault (23 responses. Bystanders, Greek Life), Financial troubles (21 responses. Financial literacy,
poverty, student loans), Racism (18 responses. Police, Voter suppression, BLM awareness, Intersection
of Poverty and Race, Equitable student treatment)

J. Piazza Identifies other miscellanious topics with fewer responses.

K. Castillo identifies 5 topic areas from Cedar Falls High School Wall: Racism (unspecified), Drugs
(vaping), Sex Ed/Sexual Assault (predatory teachers, curriculum), Stress (workload), Homophobia
(unspecified), School Lunches (cost, unappealing)

V. Adovor identifies 5 topic areas from Vitrual JamBoard (not in order): Divided Political Thinking
(specific to high school), Sexual Assault on Campus (reporting, follow through), LGBTQ+ Rights,
Failure to be inclusive (inaccessible resources/opportunities), Accessiblity to activities (due to poverty,
etc.), Sexism (in the career, field of study)

A. King identifies 5 topic areas from Drake University Wall: Mental Health, Sexual Assault, Climate
Change, Funding for School Activities, Racism

J. Piazza identifies overall themes from all walls: Mental Health, Sexual Violence, Climate Change,
Racism, Inequalities, Accessibility

J. Piazza Introduces Focus Group Presentation

The Focus Group presents

P. Bassuk talks about the process of conducting research individually in communities, and that it was
discussion based

P. Bassuk talks about their focus group discussion themes including disproportionate discipline of POC
(People of Color) students in school, lack of student voice in policy, the burden of being representation,
and adults assuming they know youth issues and students not knowing their resources

P. Bassuk talks about the theme of access in all input of their focus group, and making sure every student
has a voice

B. Koumondiji talks about her focus group being all POC and how the main theme was the desire to
leave Iowa, because of the lack of diversity and culture. Going further, the focus group discussed Iowa
not catering opportunities and resources to Black people. A sentiment was shared by the group that if
you applied yourself opportuniites were available, but racism is a severe problem that does not make the



effort worthwhile. B. Koumondijis’ focus group wants investment in making activities exciting, with
passions in history, mental health, and preparing for literacy in the real world.

B. Koumondiji talks about the theme of power, and how youth and especially Black youth rarely get it.
The Iowa legislature is not diverse, and a shared sentiment that it is just how it is because Iowa is not a
diverse place.

T. Voeller talks about his focus group, and the most pressing topics being lack of respect, safety in
LGBTQ (Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender and Queer) and POC communities, and the need for
education on equity, empathy, and justice

T. Voeller presents further about students wanting to lead a zero waste lifestyle, and how fast fashion is a
problem among teen culture. General issues such a ¨pink tax¨ and unfair treatment were also discussed.
Gap years and trade opportunities being villianized or inaccessible were seen as an issue. Lastly,
inconsistencies in funding between school programs was a prevalent topic

T. Voeller talks about the futuristic mindset seen in his group, and an admiration towards how this
generation is problem solving but with mental health problems and lack of opportunities these passions
are not pursued

T. Voeller says that students shared a dislike of the closemindness observed in Iowa, causing a desire to
live somewhere else.

F. Olawoye moves on to talk about her focus group, and the discussion themes being sexual assault on
school campus (University of Iowa), the push for POC to be perfect and the negative health
consquences, and the difficulty of getting proper assistance for mental health or other disability isssues
in and outside of the classroom

F. Olawoye talks about her group's future goals being service, and their feeling of obligation to do
“more”. There also was a general consensus that staying in Iowa was not a goal for them, and that there
is lack of opportunity and the opportunities that do exist are a well kept secret.

F. Olawoyes’ group would like to see more laws regarding COVID-19 safety in Iowa and a more diverse
legislation regardless of political party

K. Jones talks about his focus group, and his three main topics were problems within the school system.
Shared sentiments include not understanding why information taught in school is needed, and not
knowing what to do after high school. A pressure to do well academically has hurt K. Jones focus
groups’ mental health, causing no desire to pursue further passions.

K. Jones talks about discipline targeting Black students, and the feeling of having a target on your back
because of your racial identity. A lack of confidence is created by this racism as well as teachers
discrediting students in conversation.

P. Bassuk starts concluding the presentation by discussing the overwhelming amount of data collected
and how they identified the powerful trends as students not being heard because of race and age,
unmotivated students because of overwhelming barriers stacked against them such as a not knowing
what to do, the lack of accessible opportunities in Iowa, and the lack of agency in Iowa



F. Olawoye talks about how the issues held common themes even with a ten year age gap when putting
all focus group data together

K. Jones talks about how important it is to listen to students

B. Koumondiji notes that when peer to peer discussion was facilitated more natural conversation was
had, which was contrasted by the more generic responses when adults were present

T. Voeller talks about how common ground is impressive when we are talking about students from all
over Iowa in these focus groups

4. Lunchtime Meditation: Research Deliberations

At 12:27 PM, J. Piazza moved to lunch deliberations

SIYAC members ate lunch and discussed possible committee topics

5. IDEA Team Activity

At 1:00 PM, R. Roach introduces SIYAC members’ IDEA (Inclusion Diversity Equity Accessibility)
Acitivity

R. Roach formats and explains the IDEA activity and how interesecting identities work. The focus of the
activity is to talk to others that have a different identity by splitting into groups for ten minute intervals

SIYAC members split into groups and discuss their identities, with focused topics on the similarities and
differences between living in rural and urban areas, as well as gender identity

At 1:43 PM, J. Piazza opens for thoughts on the activity

A Jayaram talks about how it is harder for guys to talk about their emotions, and the contrast between
how open girls are with their feelings

J. Piazza talks about how gender can shape expectations depending on if you are socialized as a boy or
girl

P. Bassuk talks about how the gender binary is not based in science, and how these categories we create
can be oppressive

K. Castillo talks about how foundationally being a girl as a young child can impact you in the future

F. Olawoye talks about how labels were discussed in her group, and what labels are given due to the way
you are socialized

K. Jones talks about different ways gender identity can impact your future

J. Piazza says a big takeaway is intersectionality and how as individuals our identities are shaped by
many things based on social location. J. Piazza then gives examples of how these cultural trends of the
gender binary are not seen as much in rural areas



6. Committee Discussion

At 1:52 PM, J. Piazza opens committee discussion

J. Piazza introduces the past committees from 2020-2021 SIYAC term, to give examples on what can be
done for the current SIYAC year

L. Glenn presents on position statements she worked on last year, and progress that will be continued
this legislative session

P. Bassuk talks about the Education committee position from last year, which encompassed cultural
competency training

J. Piazza talks about the previous environmental commitees work promoting education on how to live a
sustainable living style and advocacy for saving the environment

J. Piazza talks about other statements made, including postions on Iowa supporting sanctuary cities and
voter registration

J. Piazza talks about needing to educate and advocate to get long-term change made, and it is important
to be patient during the process

J. Piazza goes over the committee structure, and that committees meet outside conference calls to work
on a host of different topics. How to address these topics include writing positions, community projects,
and collaborations with organizations

J. Piazza moves to start the committees process

7. Select and Vote on Issue-Based Committees

At 2:02 PM, J. Piazza moves to select and vote on issue-based committees

J. Piazza proposes some main themes including mental health, education, enviroment, and racial equity

A Jayaram agrees

P. Bassuk talks about overlapping committees to create a richer experience

J. Piazza confirms that position statements can be collaborated on between committees if topics overlap
or build off one another

J. Piazza opens discussion on if committees surrounding discrimination with LGBT and other identities
should exist

P. Bassuk talks about how these discussions should exist in all committees

F. Olawoye talks about how different topics around racial identity are talked about diffferently, and that



the racial equity committee is needed

J. Piazza speaks in favor of a racial equity committee to prioritize those issues

K. Castillo asks what an example of a position statement would like for the racial equity committee

P. Bassuk talks about how projects could be done instead of a position statement

R. Roach speaks to the fact that racial equity is a topic that is prevelant everywhere, and was a big topic
seen in our data, so a committee should be in existence

V. Adovor talks about how having that committee will not detract from other peoples groups

K. Powell encourages all council members to speak

A Jayaram talk about how racial equity seems like a universal topic

S. Polking argues how the racial equity committee would be hyperfocused on the issue, while others
would still be keeping it in consideration

L. Glenn talks about how R. Roach’s role as IDEA chair will make sure everyone is keeping their
position statements equitable so a racial inequity group should exist because it is about more than
checking others for inclusive standards

F. Olawoye talks about how everything builds off eachother, and it may be a good idea to make sure that
other groups are talking to eachother to make sure everyone feels supported

K. Jones asks for clarification on F. Olawoyes’ idea

F. Olawoye explains how everyone should talk about what they have been working on and if possible
meshing happens, collaboration can occur

R. Roach talks about how during bi-monthly conference calls committees already give updates so the
solutions can be given outside of the zoom meeting

F. Olawoye talks about setting a standard that if one topic connects with another you have to talk to
eachother

L. Glenn talks about how collaboration has happened in the past between other SIYAC committees, and
it can be done, but it should not be a rule

K. Jones asks about how tension will be dealt with between two committees

J. Piazza talks about if an argument does arise over equity, that is why the racial equity committee
should exist

F. Olawoye asks further about how the committee process works



A Jayaram explains the committee process further

F. Olawoye asks how collaboration has worked in the past

P. Bassuk confirms that is mainly informal communication, which can lead to successful inter
-committee collaboration

J. Piazza asks for a motion to move to roll call vote over the creation of a racial equity committee

Motioned by K. Jones seconded by F. Olawoye

Voted yes by all present

J. Piazza asks for a motion to roll call vote on the creation of an education committee

Motion for roll vote for education committee by A. Jayaram and seconded by K. Jones

Voted yes by all present

L. Glenn asks if mental health and health topics should be one committee

S. Koh talks about they should be merged and different projects could be worked on under the general
umbrella

L. Glenn talks about she will mainly be advocating on a previous project, so others can work on other
things if needed

J. Piazza asks for a motion to create a health committee

Motioned by L. Roarick seconded by R. Roach

Voted yes by all present

J. Piazza asks for a motion to create an environmental committee

Motioned by P. Bassuk and seconded by V. Adovor

Voted yes by all present

J. Piazza asks SIYAC members if a fifth committee should be created

K. Hesselink suggests a service committee

L. Glenn is in favor of the idea

R. Roach suggests service chair should be the Service committee head

F. Olawoye says it would be good to have so SIYAC members can bounce ideas off of eachothter



J. Piazza asks for a motion to roll call vote the creation of a Service Committee

Motioned by K. Jones and seconded by F. Olawoye

Voted yes by all present

J. Piazza announces committees are officially created, with a total of five committees for the 2021-2022
SIYAC term

8. Committee Break-Out and Discussion

At 2:45 PM, J. Piazza opens for SIYAC members to join committees

J. Piazza reminds SIYAC members two is the maximum number of committees you can be in, and a
maximum number of members is 11 to prevent quaram from being reached

P. Bassuk asks if it is codified that SIYAC members may only join two committees

J. Piazza says there is no official rule against joining more than 2, but be respectful of others time

Committees all voted on and joined, facilitated by L. Roarick

J . Piazza opens for a 10 minute breakout discussion with committees that SIYAC members joined

9. Appoint Committee Chairs

At 3:29 PM, J. Piazza opens for nominations of committee chairs

H. Dillehay nominates L. Glenn for Health chair

L. Glenn accepts nomination, voted yes by all unanimously

V. Adovor is nominated as Racial Equity Chair

V. Adovor accepts nomination, voted yes by all unanimously

R. Roach nominated for Enviromental Chair

R. Roach accepts nomination, voted yes by all unanimously

K. Hesselink nominated for Service chair

K. Hesselink accepts nomination, voted yes by all unanimously

P. Bassuk nominated for Education Chair

P. Bassuk accepts nomination, voted yes by all unanimously

10. 2022 Legislative Agenda

At 3:33 PM, P. Bassuk presents about the SIYAC Legislative Agenda



P. Bassuk talks about what legislative advocacy will look like during a SIYAC term,
and what it has looked like in the past for SIYAC. They further explain the legislative
process

P. Bassuk talks about the house being controlled by Republicans, and that some ideas
will be voted more in favor of than others for that reason

P. Bassuk talks about making sure that when sending emails to legislators for the first
time to confirm with J. Piazza or them

P. Bassuk promises to keep tabs on what bills are being passed or registered, and will
inform SIYAC members. This is done to paint a picture of the current discussion
happening in the Iowa Legislature as well as inform the decision making of SIYAC
committees and members

J. Piazza confirms that P. Bassuk covered all points, continuing with their own
thoughts

P. Bassuk adds on the definition of a “position statement”

J. Piazza also says that YPAR research can be used in position statement as valid
evidence

11. Public Relations Discussion

At 3:45 PM, S. Polking opens for discussion on what should be done for Public
Relations of SIYAC

R. Roach and K. Castillo suggests DHR (Department of Human Rights) create a
TikTok account

K. Powell confirms it is possible to have a DHR account but no SIYAC account

K. Castillo asks if SIYAC members can update the SIYAC website

S. Polking confirms that the website can be updated, but it needs to match the current
theme

J. Piazza suggests we move on to a bigger picture goal, such as building legitimacy
through transparency and awareness about SIYAC

R. Roach suggests a podcast

A King talks about the podcast she worked on to spread awareness on the elections
and the electoral college as a previous member of IYC (Iowa Youth Congress)

P. Bassuk talks about collaborating with organizations that have a current social
media presence

K. Castillo suggests a promotional video



12. Service Projects Discussion

At 3:55 PM, K. Hesselink introduces the service presentation

K. Hesselink talks about SIYAC’s service funding of 2100$ and possible options for use
of this money, including dividing it up for individual service projects or using  all the
funding for the end of year group project

K. Hesselink talks about the mandatory service project all SIYAC members must do and
the purpose behind it

K. Hesselink talks about things to keep in mind when preparing personal service projects

J. Piazza explains the group service project, and the goal of a State of Youth Report,
giving examples of the creation of Canada’s State of Youth Report

P. Bassuk asks if Canada’s State of Youth Report was representative of enough youth in
Canada, and proposes we should increase Iowa’s level of engagement with our creation
of one

J. Piazza agrees

P. Bassuk proposes working with school boards across the state of Iowa

L. Glenn says SIYAC should talk to the Department of Education for collaboration

K. Hesselink presents the timeline for the creation of the State of Youth Report

J. Piazza opens for discussion on the vote for how to use SIYAC service funding

L. Roarick talks about the difficulty of the process to get DHR to give you money for
individual service projects

J. Piazza asks for a motion to vote on using funding as optional for individual service
projects, and rest pooled for group service project

Motion to vote on use of money by K. Jones and seconded by A Jayaram

Motion passes with 18 votes yes,  and one dissent by K Jones

12.  Iowa City Presentation

SIYAC members from the Iowa City area present on their favorite parts about Iowa City
area



13. Mentor/ Mentee Check In

Mentors and Mentees do a team activity to promote community in SIYAC

14. Next Steps

J. Piazza talks about timeline for position statements and other projects

15. Good of the Order

J. Piazza opens for Good of the Order

L. Roarick and R. Roach talk about presenting to a local elementary school health class
about LGBTQ+ identity

P. Bassuk discusses watching a video essay about the structure of our schools and
grading system, suggesting that SIYAC members should watch it

16. Public Comments

At 4:42, J. Piazza opens for Public Comment

No public comment

J. Piazza asks for a motion to approve 11/7 SIYAC meeting minutes

Motioned by K. Jones and seconded by T. Voeller, voted yes by all present

16. Adjournment

At 4:45, J. Piazza asks for a motion to adjourn

Motioned by V. Adovor seconded by L. Roarick, voted yes by all present

*Next conference call is Sunday, November 21st, 2021 @ 8:00 p.m
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